Prisma Steinprotektor
Stone protector

Features
Prisma Steinprotektor is a emulsion polish which protects the surface with a
high-gloss, durable and tread-proof coating, when polished with a high-speed
machine. Stone surfaces treated with the product are dirt-resistant and wipe-proof.
If the gloss has been diminished by constant wear in heavy traffic areas, affected
parts of the coating can be restored using the spray buffing method. Scuff marks
can be easily removed with high-speed polishing. Using Prisma Steinprotektor, you
can renew the coating without requiring expensive and time-consuming strippings.
Only an intensive cleaning is necessary.

Ingredients
Emulsifiers, waxes, polymer dispersions, additives, plasticizers.
pH value (concentrate): approx. 8.5

Application
Suitable for use on all absorbent natural and artificial stone floors, such as marble,
granite, terrazzo tiles and travertine. Not suitable for use on porcelain tiles and
highly polished stone surfaces.

Directions
After stripping the floor and a short drying time, apply product undiluted
in a thin layer using a flat mop. Do not let the product dry on the mop
and immediately close the container after use.
Coating stripped stone floor coverings:
Depending on the absorbency level of the floor,
2-3 applications at approx. 30-minute intervals may be necessary.
If the coating is too thick, scuff marks may appear.
Coating after intensive cleaning:
1-2 applications at approx. 30-minute intervals.
Spray buffing for restoring damaged parts of the coating:
Dilute 1:1 with cold water, work with spray can and high speed
machine (approx. 1,000 r.p.m.).
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Polishing:
When dry, the coating has to be polished and solidified with a
high-speed polishing machine.(approx. 1,000 r.p.m.) and a Multi-Disc.
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Stone care
Coverage per square metre

No consumer product according to 1999/44/EC Art. 1! For professional use only!

Packaging
Carton of 2 x 5 litre containers

Art. No. j 21 06 05

Protect from frost!
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Coating: 25 ml per application
Coating after intensive cleaning: 25 ml per application
Spray buffing: 1.5 ml

